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Abstract. Several sufficiency conditions on a given set of  functional dependencies are presented 
to ensure that a partially-specified table can be extended to a completely-specified table satisfying 
the dependencies. In particular, each table over a minimal key can be extended to such a table 
(over the entire attribute set). 
Introduction 
When dealing with partially-specified tables in relational database theory, it is 
customarily assumed that all values are specified over a given minimal key [1]. On 
the other hand, the meaning of a functional dependency X ~ Y is that the values 
for Y are a function of the values for X. The impetus for the present research came 
from these two observations and the question: "Let (U, F) be a functional depen- 
dency schema. If T is a table defined only over a minimal key, can T be extended 
to be an instance (= completely-specified table) over U satisfying F?"  In this paper 
we resolve that question affirmatively (Corollary 2.5 to Theorem 2.4). We also obtain 
some sufficiency conditions on a given set of functional dependencies for the more 
general problem of when a partially-specified table can be extended to be an instance 
satisfying the dependencies. While there are several papers in the literature dealing 
with the extension of a partially-specified table to a completely-specified one [3, 4, 
5, 6], they only involve algorithms based on the chase procedure and do not consider 
general sufficiency conditions. 
1. Preliminaries 
We now briefly review those aspects of the relational database model needed for 
our investigation. 
* This author was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS-7925004. 
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Throughout, Uoo will denote an infinite set of abstract objects (called attributes) 
and, for each A in Uoo, Dom(A) (called the domain of A) will denote a set of at 
least two elements. All attributes considered are assumed to be elements of Uoo. 
In accordance with the usual convention in the relational database literature, if
X and Y are sets of attributes, then XY denotes X u Y, and if A is an attribute, 
then A is frequently used to denote {A}. Thus, X = {A~, . . . ,  Am} is usually written 
as X=A1. . .  A,,. 
Definition. Let U be a finite subset of U~. A partially-specified tuple over U, also 
called a partially-specified row over U, is a partial function from U into 
UAi, u Dom(A) such that, for each element A in U, u(A) is in Dom(A) if u(A) is 
defined. If u(A) is defined for each A in U, then the phrase 'partially-specified' 
may be omitted. 
Our interest in this paper consists of certain sets of partially-specified tuples. 
Definition. A (partially-specified) table over U, also called an instance over U, is 
an ordered pair (U, I), where U is a finite subset of U~o and I is a finite set of 
(partially-specified) tuples over U. 
When U is understood, (U, I) will be written as I. 
Our concern with instances i limited to those that satisfy certain constraints. This 
leads to the following definition. 
Definition. A functional dependency (abbreviated f )  is an ordered pair (X, Y), 
written X --> Y, of finite sets of attributes. If U is a finite set of attributes and XY ~_ U, 
then X --> Y is a functional dependency over U. An fd-schema is a pair ( U, F) where 
U is a finite set of attributes and F is a finite set of fd over U. 
A set of functional dependencies determines a set of instances over U in the 
following way. 
Definition. An instance (U, I) satisfies X-> Y if XYc  U and, for every pair of 
tuples u and v in I, if u(A) = v(A) for each A in X, then u(B) = v(B) for each B 
in Y. An instance satisfies a set F of fd's if it satisfies each fd in F. For each 
fd-schema ( U, F),  let SAT( U, F) = {( U, I)lI satisfies/'}. 
Closely associated with the notion of satisfaction is that of 'closure' of a set of 
dependencies. 
Definition. Given a set F of fd's over U, the closure of F, denoted F* % or F* when 
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U is understood, is the set 
{X -, YI if ( U, I )  satisfies F, then ( U, I) satisfies X --> Y}. 
Using the closure concept, we have the following notion. 
Definition. Given an fd-schema (U, F), a subset X of U is said to be a key (for 
( U, F)) if X--> U is in F*. X is a minimal key if X is a key but no proper subset 
of X is a key, i.e., Y ~ X implies Y is not a key. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the present investigation began by inquiring 
whether a table defined only over a minimal key (for (U, F)) could always be 
'extended' to an instance satisfying F. 
Definition. Given partially-specified tables T and T' over U, T is extended to T', 
or T' is an extension of T, if for each partially-specified tuple u in T there exists a 
partially-specified tuple u' in T' such that (*) whenever u(A) is defined, so is u'(A) 
and u'(A) = u(A). 
In the next section we shall resolve the above problem in the affirmative (Corollary 
2.5 to Theorem 2.4). In fact, we obtain some sufficiency conditions on a given set 
of functional dependencies for the more general problem of extendability of a 
partially-specified table to an instance satisfying the dependencies. 
2. Results 
Our main results consist of two theorems, each of which gives some sufficiency 
conditions on a set F of fd's such that a partially-specified table can be extended 
to an instance in SAT( U, F). 
We start by generalizing the notion of a minimal key to that of a 'dependency-free' 
set. Suppose [ is in SAT(U, F), X is a dependency-free subset of U, and I is a 
table over X. Our first major result (Theorem 2.4) gives sufficiency conditions for 
the extendability of I to a table I '  over U so that [u  I '  is in SAT(U, r ) .  As a 
corollary, we obtain that each table I over a dependency-free subset X of U (thus, 
each table I over a minimal key) can be extended to an instance in SAT( U, F). 
Definition. Given an fd-schema (U, F),  X ~ U is said to be dependency-free if 1 
IIx(F*) consists only of trivial fd's (i.e., every fd in I-Ix(r*) is of the form Y-->Z 
with Z_  Y). 
It is readily seen that each minimal key is dependency-free. (Indeed, suppose X 
is a minimal key and there is a nontrivial fd Y-->Z in Hx(r*). Since Y-->Z is 
By IIx(F* ) is meant he set {Y-->Z in F*I YZ~_ X}. 
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nontrivial, there is an attribute A in Z -  Y. Then Y~A is in I Ix(F*), so X-A  is 
a key, a contradiction.) On the other hand, it is not generally true that every 
dependency-free subset of U is contained in a minimal key. In fact, let U = AB 
and F = {A ~ B}. Then B is dependency-free, but the only minimal key for ( U, F)  
is A. 
Even though "X  is dependency-free" is a generalization of "X  is a minimal key", 
there is a close connection between the two concepts, as is now shown. 
Proposition 2.1. Given an fd-schema (U, F), X c_ U is dependency-free iff there exists 
V, with X ~ V~_ U, such that X is a minimal key for (V, Fly(F*)). 
Proof. Suppose X_  V and X is a minimal key for (V, Hv(F*)). As noted above, 
Hx((I Iv(F*)) *x) consists only of trivial fd's. Since (IIv(F*)) *x = l  Iv(F*) and 
[Ix(F*) =[ixHv(F*),  it follows that [ ix(F*) consists only of trivial fd's, i.e., is 
dependency-free. 
Now suppose X is a dependency-free subset of U. Clearly, X is a minimal key 
for (X, nx( r* ) ) .  [] 
Suppose X is a dependency-free subset of U. As noted in Proposition 2.1, X is 
a minimal key for (X, I-Ix(F*)). Let V be the largest subset of U such that X--> V 
is in F*, i.e., V= {A in U IX-->A in F*}. Then X is also a minimal key for 
( V, Hv(F*)). (Indeed, X is a key for ( V, Hv(F*)) by definition. Suppose there exists 
Y~ X such that Y-> V is in IIv(F*). Let A be some attribute in X - Y. Then Y-> A 
is in [iv(F*) and thus in F*. Therefore, X is not dependency-free, a contradiction.) 
Furthermore, there are cases when X ~ V. Thus, for F = {A--> B}, U = ABC and 
X = A; V = AB ~ X. Here, X is not a minimal key for ( U, F),  but is a minimal key 
for both (A, {A--> A}) and ( V, Hv(F*)). 
We now turn to our first theorem. For this, we need some notation and two lemmas. 
Notation. Given an fd-schema (U, F) and X _c U, for every Y_~ U. let 6ex(Y) = 
{Z ~ X IZ-> Y inF*},  and Kx( Y) = (-]z in S%:< Y) Z if 5ex(Y) # 13 and Kx( Y) = X if 
5f x ( Y ) = f). 
I f  X is understood, then we shall write b°(Y) and K (Y) instead of Sex (Y) and 
Kx (Y). 
Observe that, for A in X, either K(A)  = A or K(A)  = 0. Also, for Y_  U, K (Y )  --> Y 
need not be in F*. Indeed, for U = ABC, X = AB and F = {A --> C, B --> C}; K (C) = 
and 13--> C is not in F*. 
Our first lemma summarizes ome simple properties of K (Y). 
Lemma 2.2. The set Kx(  Y) is a (possibly empty) subset of X with the following three 
properties" 
(1) Y ~ Y' in F* implies K (Y') ~_ K (Y).  
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(2) K (YY ' )=K(Y)K(Y ' ) .  
(3) I f  X is dependency-free, then K(A) = A for each A in X. 
Proof. (1) is trivial. As to (3), if X is dependency-free, then the fd's in F* of the 
form Z ~ A with ZA ~ X are exactly the ones having A in Z. Thus, K (A) = A. 
Consider (2). Obviously, 6e(YY') ___ 6e(y), so K (Y) _ K (YY').  Similarly, 
K (Y ' )  _ K(YY' ) .  Thus, K( Y )K(Y ' )  ~_ K(YY ' ) .  To see the reverse inclusion, sup- 
pose A is in K(YY ' )  but A is not in K(Y)K(Y ' ) .  Then there exists Z___ X such 
that Z ~ Y and A is not in Z. Also, there exists Z '~ X such that Z'~ Y' and A is 
not in Z'. Since ZZ'~ YY',  ZZ' is in 6e(YY'). But A is not in ZZ', so A is not in 
K(YY ' ) ,  a contradiction. Thus, K ( YY') ~_ K ( Y) K ( Y'). [] 
Our next lemma gives a sufficient condition on an instance I in order to be in 
SAT( U, F). 
Lemma 2.3. Given an fd-schema ( U, F), let X be a subset of U and 
(*)  I an instance such that, for each u, u' in I and B in U, u(B)= u'(B) iff 2 
u[K(B)]=u'[K(B)] .  
Then I is in SAT( U, F).  
Proof. Let Y--> Y' be in F. It suffices to show that I satisfies Y--> Y'. Thus, suppose 
u and u' are in I and u[ Y] = u'[ Y]. Since K(Y)= I,_JBin v K(B) (by (2) of Lemma 
2.2), 
Since Y-~ Y' is in F~F* ,  K(Y')c_ K (Y )  by (1) of Lemma 2.2. Then, u[K(Y')]= 
u'[ K ( Y') ]. By (*), u[ Y'] = u'[ Y'], i.e., I satisfies Y ~ Y'. [] 
Remarks. (1) Note that (*)  of Lemma 2.3 is equivalent to 
(**) I is an instance over U such that, for each u, u' in I and each B in U, 
u(B) # u'(B) iff u(A) # u'(A) for some A in K(B). 
(2) Given an fd-schema (U, F) and a subset X ~ U, let Fx be the collection of 
fd's over U defined by Fx ={Kx(A)~A,A~Kx(A) IA in  U}. Then, Lemma 2.3 
asserts that SAT( U, Fx) ~_ SAT( U, F). 
We are now able to establish the following theorem. 
2 For each tuple u over U and subset X 'o f  U, the projection of u onto X, denoted u[X], is the tuple 
x over X defined by x (A)= u(A) for each A in X. For each instance I over U, let IIx(I)= 
{(X, J)[J ={u[X] ]  u in I}}. 
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Theorem 2.4. Given an fd-schema (U, F) and a dependency-free set X, with U-X  
domain infinite, 3 let 
(*) I be an instance such that, for each u, u' in I and B in U, u(B) = u'(B) iff 
u [K(B) ]=u ' [K (B) ] .  
Let J be a set of tuples over X such that Hx ( I ) c_ J. Then there exists an instance I' D 1 
which satisfies ( * ) (and thus is in SAT( U, F) by Lemma 2.3), such that Hx( I ' )  = J. 
Proof. It obviously suffices to give the proof for the case when J -Hx( I )  consists 
of exactly one tuple, say x. We now extend x to be a tuple over U. To this end, for 
each B in U-X,  (i) let x(B)= u(B) if there exists u in I such that x[K(B) ]= 
u[K(B)], and (ii) let x(B)  be some element in Dom(B) -{u(B) lu  in I} otherwise. 
Since Dom(B) is infinite, condition (ii) can be satisfied if condition (i) does not 
hold. Let I '= Iw{x}.  Clearly, l l x ( I ' )=J .  I f  B is in X, then K(B)=B (by (3) of 
Lemma 2.2, since X is dependency-free) and (*)  is satisfied. If B is in U -X ,  then 
(*) is satisfied by construction. [] 
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a dependency-free setover the fd-schema ( U, F) (for example, 
when X is a minimal key), with U-  X domain infinite, and let I be an arbitrary set 
of tuples over X. Then there exists an instance J in SAT( U, F) such that I lx (J) = I. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 2.4 with I = 0. [] 
Remark. The corollary can also be established by appealing to [2, Theorem 5.2]. 
However, the alternative proof is no shorter than the present one and has the 
drawback of depending on a deep result. 
In the above theorem, the hypothesis that U -X  is domain infinite cannot be 
arbitrarily removed. 
Example 2.6. Let U = ABC, F = {AB--> C, C --> A}, Dom(A) = {1, 2, 3}, Dom(B) = 
{1,2}, and Dora(C)={1,2}. Clearly, AB is dependency-free. Let 1=0 and J=  
Dora(A) x Dom(B). Then there is no instance/'~_ I satisfying (*)  of Theorem 2.4 
such that HAB(I')= J. Indeed, suppose I '  is such an instance, so I '  is in SAT(F). 
Then, (1, 1, cl), (2, 1, c2), and (3, 1, c3) are in I '  for some cl, c2, c3 in {1, 2}. Therefore, 
two of Cl, c2, c3 must be the same, say ci = cj, i #j .  Since I '  satisfies C --> A, ci = cj 
implies that i =j, a contradiction. 
Using Corollary 2.5 we now extend an incomplete table which is essentially a
'diagonal' of tables, each over a dependency-free s t. 
3 A set Y of attributes is domain infinite if Dora(A) is infinite for each A in Y. 
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Corollary 2.7. Let X1,..., Xn be n >t 1 pairwise disjoint dependency-free s ts over an 
fd-schema ( U, F), with U domain infinite. Suppose for  each i, 1 <~ i <<- n, Ii is a set o f  
tuples over Xi .  Then there exist instances I~, . . . , I" such that [_J~ I~ is in SAT( U, F) 
and l lx , (  I[) = Ii fo r  each i. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, for each i there exists an instance I'~ in SAT( U, F)  such 
that I Ix,( I~) =/~. Since U is domain infinite and X1 , . . . ,  Xn are pairwise disjoint, 
we may assume that, for all i # j ,  u~ in I[, vj in I~, and A in U, (i) ui(A)  = vj (A)  if 
0-> A is in F*, and (ii) u~(A) # v j (A)  otherwise. Since each Xl is dependency-free, 
A satisfying (i) must be in U-I ,_ J tXI .  It readily follows that [..J~I[ is in 
SAT(U, F). [] 
Corollary 2.7 no longer holds if the pairwise disjointness of the Xi is removed, 
even if X1 . . .  Xn = U (see Example 2.8 below). On the other hand, it is easily seen 
that Corollary 2.7 is true if n = 2, X~X2 = U, but X~ and X2 are not necessarily 
disjoint. The proof is left to the reader. 
A B C D E A B C D E 
- 1 1 1 - a l  1 1 1 e I 
- 1 2 1 - a 2 1 2 1 e 2 
- 1 1 - 1 a 3 1 1 d 3 1 
- 1 2 - 1 a 4 1 2 d a 1 
Fig. 2.1. Fig. 2.2. 
Example 2.8. Let U = ABCDE and F = {BC -> A, BD--> A, AE  --> C}. Then, X 1 : 
BCD,  X2 = BCE,  and X3 = A are dependency-free subsets of U. Clearly, X1X2X3 = U. 
Consider the partially-specified table T in Fig. 2.1. (The unspecified values are 
denoted by -.) Suppose T can be extended to an instance I', given in Fig. 2.2, in 
SAT( U, F). Since T' satisfies BD--> A, al = a2. Since T' satisfies BC--> A, al = a 3 
and a2 = a4. Thus, a3 = al = a2 = a4. Since T' satisfies AE--> C, the entries in the 
C-column for the third and fourth rows have to be the same, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, T cannot be extended to be an instance in SAT( U, F). 
Now let 11 be in Fig. 2.3,/2 in Fig. 2.4, and 13 = {u}, where u is the tuple over A 
defined by u (A) = 1. As shown in the previous paragraph, there do not exist instances 
I~, 11 such that I~ u 11 is in SAT( U, F) and Hx,( I~) = Ii for i = 1, 2. Thus, there do 
not exist instances I~, I~, and I~ such that I~u I~u I~ is in SAT(U, F) and 
B C D B C E 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 2 1 
Fig. 2.3. Fig. 2.4. 
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IIx,(I~) = Ii for i = 1, 2, 3. This shows that Corollary 2.7 of Theorem 2.4 no longer 
holds if the pairwise disjointness of the Xi is removed, even if X1. . .  Xn = U. 
We conclude with our second major result. This concerns the problem of complet- 
ing a partially-specified table which is not as rigorously structured as in either 
Theorem 2.4 or Corollary 2.7 above. 
Theorem 2.9. Given an fd-schema ( U, F) and a subset X of U, with U-  X domain 
infinite, let T be a partially-specified table 4 over U having the following properties: 
(1) I f  u is a partially-specified row of T and u(B) is defined for some B in U, then 
u(A) is defined for all A in K(B). 
(2) I f  u, u' are partially-specified rows of Tand u(B), u'(B) are defined for some 
B in U, then u(B)= u'(B) iff u[K(B)] = u'[K(B)]. Then, T can be extended to a 
table satisfying (1) and (2) which is an instance in SAT( U, F). 
Proof. We first extend T to a partially-specified table T1 over U, with at most the 
same number of partially-specified rows as T, such that u(A) is defined in /'1 for 
all partially-specified rows u of T and all A in X. Let A be in X. Then, either 
K(A)  = A or K(A)  = 0. If K(A) = 0, make the A column of T1 constant. (This will 
not contradict any values already specified in the A column since T satisfies (2), 
but may identify some partially-specified rows.) If K (A) = A, complete the A-column 
of T~ arbitrarily. Let 7"1 be the partially-specified table so obtained by considering 
all A in X. Then, 7"1 is an extension of T which agrees with T in all U -X  columns 
and is completely-specified for every X column. Clearly, T~ satisfies (1) and (2). 
We now construct a sequence of extensions T~, T2, . . . ,  each having at least one 
fewer undefined entries than the preceding, and each satisfying (1) and (2). Assume 
k~ 1, T1, . . . ,  Tk are already defined, and u(B) is an unspecified value in Tk. If 
there is a partially-specified row u' in Tk with u'(B) specified and u(A) = u'(A) for 
all A in K(B),  let u(B) = u'(B). (If u" is another such partially-specified row, then 
u'(B) = u"(B) since Tk satisfies (2). Thus u(B) is uniquely determined in this case.) 
If there is no such u', let u(B) be any element in Dom(B) different from u'(B) for 
all u' for which u'(B) is already defined. This can be done since Dom(B) is infinite. 
Choosing u(B) as above defines a partially-specified table Tk+~, with at least one 
fewer undefined entries, which is an extension of Tk and satisfies both (1) and (2). 
Continuing inductively, we ultimately obtain a (completely-specified) table T' 
satisfying (1) and (2). By Lemma 2.3, T' is in SAT(U, F). [] 
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